Equal access, 2016-03-02

Present

Sara Eriksson, staff administrator, equal access representative
Rickard Åström, research engineer, equal access representative
Anton Almgren, IDI, student representative

Agenda

Form regarding equal access

We went through the summary of the form that the students answered regarding questions of equal access. A lot showed that the students are pleased, but there are some comments from the students that needs to be examined further and brought up among the staff. Maria Göransdotter will participate in a meeting with us regarding how to deal with the answers.

Meeting with a consultant in the area of equal access

Maria, Rickard and Sara will have a meeting with Helena Österlind, Klabböle konsult, a consultant working with issues concerning equality, about the possibility for a lecture/workshop at UID.

Next meeting

April 6, 14.00 in the administration conference room.